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LAST TIME
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-relativity of perception

-marks and channels

-planar position

-color



WEBER’S LAW
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we judge based on relative, not absolute, differences
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0D
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MARKS
geometric primitives
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-power does not extend to 3D
-perspective cues
- interfere with color and size channels

-occlusion of data
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WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT THE PLANE?
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-hue: categorical

-saturation: ordinal and quantitative

-luminance: ordinal and quantitative

WHY IS COLOR SO HARD TO USE?

Get it right in black and white.
Maureen Stone
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-analysis task taxonomy

-interaction principles



 target

 design

 implement

 validate 
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 translate
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comments on readings?
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-analysis task taxonomy

-interaction principles
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WHAT ARE THE ANALYSIS TASKS IN A 
REAL-WORLD QUESTION?

What is cs6964 like?
What coffee drink should I order?
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1) retrieve value
2) filter
3) compute derived data
4) find extremum
5) sort
6) determine range
7) characterize distribution
8) find outliers
9) cluster
10) correlate

Amar 2005



-analysis task
-given a set of specific items, find attributes of 
those items

-real-world subquestion
-how many lectures are there in this class?
-how much is a medium latte?
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RETRIEVE VALUE



-analysis task
-given some concrete conditions on attribute 
values, find items satisfying those conditions

-real-world subquestion
-which lectures have only two required readings?
-which espresso drinks come with milk?
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FILTER



-analysis task
-given a set of items, compute an aggregate 
numerical representation

-real-world subquestion
-what is the average number of slides per lecture?
-what is the median price of all coffee drinks?
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COMPUTE DERIVED DATA



-analysis task
-find items possessing an extreme value of an 
attribute over its range of the data set

-real-world subquestion
-what is lecture has the most required readings?
-what is the cheapest espresso drink?
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FIND EXTREMUM



-analysis task
-given a set of items, rank them according to 
some ordinal metric

-real-world subquestion
-order lectures by popularity
-order drinks by volume
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SORT



-analysis task
-given a set of items an attribute of interest, find 
the span of values within the set

-real-world subquestion
-what is the range of time for in-class activities?
-what coffee drinks can i order?
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DETERMINE RANGE



-analysis task
-given a set of items a quantitative attribute of 
interest, characterize the distribution of that 
attribute’s values over the set

-real-world subquestion
-what is the distribution of homework grades?
-what is the distribution of caffeine content?
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CHARACTERIZE DISTRIBUTION



-analysis task
- identify outliers with a given set of items with 
respect to a given relationship or expectation

-real-world subquestion
-are exceptions to the relationship of lecture time 
to in-class activity time?
-are their outliers in size to price?
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FIND OUTLIERS



-analysis task
-given a set of items, find clusters of similar 
attribute values

-real-world subquestion
-are there groups of students with similar grades?
- is there a cluster of typical caffeine content?
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CLUSTER



-analysis task
-given a set of items and two attributes, determine 
useful relationships between the values of those 
attributes

-real-world subquestion
- is there a correlation between lecture length and 
lecture popularity?
-do different genders have a preferred coffee drink?
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CORRELATE
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-analysis task taxonomy

-interaction principles
-classes of change
-eyes over memory
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CLASSES OF CHANGE
changing selection
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http://benfry.com/zipdecode/
http://benfry.com/zipdecode/
http://benfry.com/zipdecode/
http://benfry.com/zipdecode/
http://benfry.com/zipdecode/
http://benfry.com/zipdecode/
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http://www.babynamewizard.com/voyager%23prefix=mariah&ms=false&exact=false
http://www.babynamewizard.com/voyager%23prefix=mariah&ms=false&exact=false
http://www.babynamewizard.com/voyager%23prefix=mariah&ms=false&exact=false
http://www.babynamewizard.com/voyager%23prefix=mariah&ms=false&exact=false
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CLASSES OF CHANGE
changing highlighting



demo
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http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2008/02/23/movies/20080223_REVENUE_GRAPHIC.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2008/02/23/movies/20080223_REVENUE_GRAPHIC.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2008/02/23/movies/20080223_REVENUE_GRAPHIC.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2008/02/23/movies/20080223_REVENUE_GRAPHIC.html
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CLASSES OF CHANGE
changing view | navigation
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http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=university+of+utah&aq=&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=91.521112,56.162109&vpsrc=6&ie=UTF8&hq=university+of+utah&ll=40.761561,-111.8361&spn=0.027045,0.036736&t=m&z=15&cid=15966664552946993518&iwloc=A
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=university+of+utah&aq=&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=91.521112,56.162109&vpsrc=6&ie=UTF8&hq=university+of+utah&ll=40.761561,-111.8361&spn=0.027045,0.036736&t=m&z=15&cid=15966664552946993518&iwloc=A
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=university+of+utah&aq=&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=91.521112,56.162109&vpsrc=6&ie=UTF8&hq=university+of+utah&ll=40.761561,-111.8361&spn=0.027045,0.036736&t=m&z=15&cid=15966664552946993518&iwloc=A
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http://benfry.com/isometricblocks/
http://benfry.com/isometricblocks/
http://benfry.com/isometricblocks/
http://benfry.com/isometricblocks/
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CLASSES OF CHANGE
changing spatial ordering | sorting
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EYES OVER MEMORY
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-many interaction techniques 
implicitly rely on memory
-very limited working memory

“It is things that make us smart”
Donald Norman



IMPLICATIONS FOR ANIMATION
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-external versus internal memory
-easy to compare views by moving eyes
-hard to compare view to memory of what you saw
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RECOMMENDED READING



WHEN TO USE ANIMATION?
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GOOD: STORYTELLING
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http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_shows_the_best_stats_you_ve_ever_seen.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_shows_the_best_stats_you_ve_ever_seen.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_shows_the_best_stats_you_ve_ever_seen.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_shows_the_best_stats_you_ve_ever_seen.html


GOOD: STORYTELLING
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http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/12/world/asia/the-explosion-at-the-japanese-reactor.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/12/world/asia/the-explosion-at-the-japanese-reactor.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/12/world/asia/the-explosion-at-the-japanese-reactor.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/12/world/asia/the-explosion-at-the-japanese-reactor.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/12/world/asia/the-explosion-at-the-japanese-reactor.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/12/world/asia/the-explosion-at-the-japanese-reactor.html


GOOD: TRANSITIONS
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BAD: MULTIPLE STATES WITH MULTIPLE CHANGES
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BAD: MULTIPLE STATES WITH MULTIPLE CHANGES
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alternative: small multiples

Barsky 2008



questions?
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THE PANCAKE CHALLENGE
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 target

 

 implement

 validate 
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 translate

 design



L7: Data and Task Abstraction 1

REQUIRED READING
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